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COUNTRY / REGION:
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CONTACT:
Mariusz Kruczek
mkruczek@gig.eu
+48 32 253 22 07
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ADDRESS:
Plac Gwarków 1
40-165 Katowice

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
- is the one of research and development of Polish mining and environmental area and a center where clean coal technologies are developed;
- provides R&D services targeted for: development of new technologies, optimization of mining and industrial processes, modernization and revitalization of postindustrial area, measurement and analytical services;
- has extensive contacts in industry and legal authorities which gives possibility to perform research projects;
- was responsible for elaboration of implementation model for Technology Development Program, Regional Innovation Strategy of Silesian Voivodship;
- is experienced in participation and coordination in regional, national and international projects, especially financed from EU funds;
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